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REIMAGINE YOUR
BATHROOM SPACE.
Inspired by our success in Europe and Asia’s notoriously condensed urban homes, we’re elated to introduce North America’s
most intuitive and space-saving toilet – the AXENT.ONE Plus wall-hung intelligent toilet.
Bathroom floors and floor-standing conventional toilets are magnets for dust, grime and germs. The AXENT.ONE Plus wall-hung
intelligent toilet eliminates this surface build-up by mounting the toilet to the bathroom wall rather than the floor to create a more
spacious and easy-to-clean environment. Each wall-hung toilet's tank is mounted into a supporting frame that is contained in a
bathroom wall to free up more than 5 inches of valuable bathroom real estate. This frame also supports the toilet's bowl so that it
may "hang" off of the wall, almost as if it's floating. The AXENT.ONE Plus offers aesthetic appeal, cutting-edge hygiene, and the
highest level of sanitary cleanliness thanks to its exceptional engineering and hidden tank.

SPACE SAVING:
The AXENT.ONE Plus’ minimalistic design and wall-hung mounting offer up over 5 inches
of precious space giving your bathroom a more open and inviting layout.

EASY CLEANING:
The toilet bowl doesn’t touch the floor so it’s a breeze to keep the area around it clean.

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT:
When installing a wall-mounted toilet, the height can be customized for the homeowner.
This is especially practical for people with mobility issues who might need a higher toilet.
Every AXENT.ONE Plus can be personalized to be ADA compliant.

BETTER FOR THE ENVIRONMENT:
The AXENT.ONE Plus requires over 25% less ceramic and water waste than traditional
floor-mounted toilets. This material savings is surpassed by the AXENT.ONE Plus’
environmentally-friendly bidet cleansing features which reduce user dependency on
landfill-clogging toilet paper.

STUNNING DESIGN:
Created by the Italian star architects and designers, Matteo Thun and Antonio Rodriguez,
this is an award-winning toilet and very popular in Europe.

THE BEST SEAT IN THE HOUSE.
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Highest Level of Hygiene // The AXENT.ONE Plus' stainless steel cleansing wand is the strongest in the industry and is naturally antimicrobial. The bidet’s soothing shower spray can be
personalized for preferred massaging, intensity and temperature. Each of these customizations can be easily adjusted with the touch of a button.
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Self-Cleaning // The AXENT.ONE Plus’s cleansing wand automatically self-cleanses with fresh water before and after every use, for an ultra hygienic experience and easy maintenance.
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Rimless Bowl // A rimless design and Easy Clean antibacterial glaze-coated, stain-fighting finish protect every surface of the AXENT.ONE Plus to keep it sparkling clean for years to come.
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ONE Control // The AXENT.ONE Plus’ ONE.DIAL is an easy to use control inspired by the complexity and ease-of-use of the crown on a Swiss timepiece. This dial can be used to manage all
of the water temperature, shower massaging, seat warming, warm air drying and deodorizing features of the AXENT.ONE Plus.
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Customizable Seat Warming // To maximize your comfort as the seasons change, the seat includes adjustable heating that can be set to your individual needs.
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Ambient Night Light Feature // A discreet night light intuitively illuminates to guide users through a dark bathroom for added safety and comfort.
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